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1. Write one overall rule for safety in the
science lab.

2. List the steps of the scientific method. (Don’t
look them up, I want to know what you
know!)



Goal

• What is the scientific method?
• What does the scientific method assume?
• Does the scientific method work?
• What is not a scientific argument.



What is science?

• Science is a tool.
• Medicine: “I have high cholesterol, what should I

do?”
– Take cholesterol lowering medication.
- Exercise
- Hope it goes away on its own



The Scientific Method
1. Observe an event.
2. Develop a model (or hypothesis) which makes a

prediction.
3. Test the prediction.
4. Observe the result.
5. Revise the hypothesis.
6. Repeat as needed.
7. A successful hypothesis becomes a Scientific

Theory.

model

test



Medical Science

Re-run medical test. Observe
results.

New test?

Lipitor reduces cholesterol.Scientific Theory

Try different combo of chemicals.Revise hypothesis?

Same number lower their
cholesterol as placebo patients.

Observe result

Give 100 patients these chemicals,
give 100 patients placebo.

Test

Certain chemicals may dissolve
cholesterol deposits.

Hypothesis
(prediction)

Patient has high cholesterolObservation
High CholesterolScientific Method



Everyday Science

Not needed.New test?

Cars won’t work without a
fully charged battery.

Scientific Theory

Not needed.Revise hypothesis?

Engine now turns over.Observe result

Replace battery.Test

Predict battery is dead.Hypothesis (prediction)

Engine won’t turn over.Observation

Car RepairScientific Method



Everyday Science

Add garlic, taste - not so bland.New test?

The Final Recipe.

Use tomato sauce and garlic!

Taste the sauce - bland.

Heat pot of tomato sauce.

Try a tomato sauce.

Spaghetti sauce should be red.

Making Spaghetti Sauce

Scientific Theory

Revise hypothesis?

Observe result

Test

Hypothesis (prediction)

Observation

Scientific Method



Food Science

• Throwing something together  Hypothesis
• Your grandmother’s time-tested recipe 

Scientific Theory.



Non-scientific Theories

• Make no predictions
• Un-testable
• Can’t be falsified



Procedures

• What is the safest, quickest way for me to get
from my desk to your class’ basket in the
back of the room?



Effective Procedures Are:

• Specific
• Thorough
• Repeatable by anyone
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• Identify the steps of the scientific method in the passage below:
• Darren is getting ready to leave for work one morning when he

realizes he doesn’t remember where he left his keys. He
supposes they are laying by the back door where he entered the
night before. He walks over to the back door, but the keys are
nowhere to be found. He then thinks that he could have left
them on the dresser in his bedroom. He goes to check, and sure
enough, his keys are there! He grabs his keys and then leaves
for work.

• If you have your procedure that you wrote this weekend ready,
please go ahead and copy it into your notebook for me to check!
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• Melanie was sitting outside under a tree when she

saw an animal run past that she had never seen
before. She wrote down a description to give to her
mother, in the hope that she would be able to help
her identify it. She wrote the following: Four legs,
long tail, small eyes and ears, big cheeks, about 1.5
feet long from head to tail, brown.

• How helpful do you think this description will be to
Melanie’s mother? Why?

• What changes could Melanie make to some of her
descriptions to be more scientific and accurate?



Collecting Data

• 2 types
– Quantitative
– Qualitative





When Collecting Data:

Good Descriptions
• Include comparisons
• Quantify traits (3

inches, twice as wide)

Bad Descriptions
• Subjective (big, small,

short, tall, ugly, pretty,
heavy, light, fast, slow,
old, new, etc;)





Before You Leave

• For 5 points:
• Collect 10 pieces of data about your class.

Include data that is both qualitative and
quantitative.


